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[ 5 7 ] ABSTRACT 

A tandem wheel motor vehicle of highly simpli?ed 
and economical construction is particularly useful on 
rough terrain but may also be used for personal trans 
portation in urban areas. The vehicle features selec 
tively engageable front and rear wheel drives through 
direct drive shafts from a centrally located engine. 
Dual front and rear wheels provide added traction and 
stability. A high strength, lightweight frame possesses 
enough resiliency to eliminate the need for springs. 
Upper and lower frame sections have swiveled con 
nections on longitudinal horizontal axes allowing the 
riders‘ seat and steering means to remain level while 
the vehicle wheels tilt laterally as when cornering or 
following a hillside. 

5 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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RECREATIONAL VEHICLE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A need exists for a more economical and simpli?ed 
vehicle of the motorcycle type which will possess a 
much greater range of utility than conventional prior 
art vehicles. A desirable vehicle of this type should 
serve the needs of the urban or suburban daily traveler 
on city streets and highways and should be capable of 
constituting a recreational vehicle for cross-country 
travel on rough terrain where no well defined trails or 
roads exist. Convertibility to water travel is also a desir~ 
able feature, and the vehicle should be sufficiently light 
to be carried by no more than two riders across streams 
and ditches. In addition to the above features. the ideal 
vehicle of this type should be rugged and durable so as 
to require minimum maintenance. No known vehicle in 
the prior art possesses all of these features. 

It is also the objective of this invention to provide a 
vehicle of the above class, which satisfies the needs of 
the art and possesses all of the above-enumerated fea 
tures plus others which will become apparent during 
the course of the following description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWING FIGURES 

FIG. 1 is a side elevation of a vehicle embodying the 
invention; 
FIG. 2 is a plan view of the vehicle with attachment 

pontoons shown in phantom line; 
FIG. 3 is a front elevation of the vehicle; 
FIG. 4 is a rear elevational view; 
FIG. 5 is a vertical section taken on line 5—5 of FIG. 

1; 
FIG. 6 is a view similar to FIG. 3 showing the rela~ 

tionship of vehicle parts while operating along the side 
of a hill or the like; 
FIG. 7 is a side elevational view showing a modi?ca 

tion of the invention; and 
FIG. 8 is a plan view of the invention shown in FIG. 

7. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring to the drawings in detail wherein like nu 
merals designate like parts, reference is made initially 
to FIGS. 1 through 6 wherein the numerals l0 and Il 
designate front and rear dual wheel units of an appro 
priate size for the vehicle. Each of these wheel units 
embodies on the axle structure thereof a worm and 
worm gear drive box 12 of relatively narrow construc 
tion so as to fit between the two adjacent rubber tired 
wheels of the wheel units 10 and 1]. The worm gears 
of the boxes I2 are directly coupled to the axles of the 
two wheel units 10 and 11 for positively powering the 
same under certain conditions. 
A relatively lightweight engine 13 of a type commer 

cially available is supported between the front and rear 
wheel units 10 and II and located near the longitudinal 
center of the vehicle on a slightly arched lower vehicle 
frame section I4, which includes a rear extension arm 
15 extending between the two rubber tired wheels of 
the rear wheel unit II. The arm 15 has rigidly secured 
to it an upstanding bearing extension or bracket 16 
which receives and supports the axle of rear wheel unit 
I 1. 
Forward and rear longitudinal drive shafts l7 and 18 

extend from the engine 13 and lie in a common plane 
with the narrow vehicle frame, and these drive shafts 
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2 
directly drive the worms 19 in the aforementioned 
drive or gear boxes 12. To facilitate steering, the for 
ward drive shaft 17 has a pair of universal joints 20 and 
21 connected therein. 
A feature of the invention is that the front and rear 

dual wheel units 10 and 11 may be powered simulta 
neously or individually, that is, one without the other, 
depending upon the type of terrain. Conventional 
clutch controls, not shown, are provided in ready reach 
of the driver to engage and disengage the power trans— 
mission means leading to the front and rear wheels. The 
vehicle also has conventional brakes and throttle con 
trols, not shown. Braking means is preferably provided 
on the drive shafts I7 and 18 rather than on the wheel 
units. However. conventional wheel brakes including 
caliper disc brakes may be utilized. 
The slender vehicle frame includes an upper frame 

section 22 on top of which an elongated seat 23 for at 
least two riders is firmly mounted. Near the rear wheel 
unit II, the upper frame section is downwardly curved 
at 24 and its lower end is pivotally connected through 
a transverse element 25 with the rear extremity 26 of 
arm 15. 

The rear extremity or portion 26 is formed separately 
from the arm 15 and is coupled thereto through a hori 
zontal longitudinal axis swivel bearing 27, so that the 
upper frame section of the vehicle and seat may tilt lat 
erally relative to the wheel units 10 and I1 and relative 
to the lower frame section I4 and associated parts. 
A generally vertical yoke 28 is provided at the for 

ward ends of upper and lower frame sections 22 and 
14, and this yoke carries a bearing 29 at its upper end 
for a steering shaft 30 journaled therein. The bearing 
29 is pivoted at 31 to a short suspension shackle 32 
which in turn is pivoted at 33 near its lower end to the 
forward extremity of upper frame section 22 to support 
the latter yieldingly. Through the pivots 3I, 33 and 35, 
a limited relative movement vertically as well as fore 
and aft is allowed between the upper and lower frame 
sections of the vehicle. Also, the resiliency of the frame 
made from high strength light-weight tubing eliminates 
the need for springs on the vehicle other than the frame 
structure itself. This ability of the vehicle frame to ab 
sorb ground shocks while supporting riders, the engine 
and other components is an important feature of the 
invention. 
Below the bearing 29, the yoke 28 straddles the for 

ward drive shaft 17, as shown. The lower end of this 
yoke carries a second horizontal axis longitudinal 
sleeve or swivel bearing 35 which is swiveled to the for 
ward end of lower frame section 14 to allow the lateral 
tilting described in connection with the rear bearing 27 
and illustrated by FIG. 6. To limit the degree of this tilt 
ing of the upper frame section and seat relative to the 
wheel units, an adjustable restraint 36 is provided on 
the yoke 28, FIGS. I and 5, near and above the sleeve 
bearing 35. This restraint can have a variety of forms 
but preferably comprises an adjustable friction re 
straint including a slotted plate 37 on the yoke 28 and 
a coacting bar 38 on the lower frame section 14, cou 
pled to the plate 37 by a friction adjusting screw or bolt 
39. Friction lining material similar to brake lining mate 
rial may be interposed between the opposing elements 
37 and 38. 
Forward lateral footrests 40 for the driver of the vehi 

cle are secured to the opposite sides of bearing 35 and 
project therefrom in opposite directions. These foot~ 
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rests, being essentially rigid with the yoke 28 and upper 
frame section of the vehicle, support the driver‘s feet 
in a level manner during cornering or traveling on a 
hillside, or whenever there is relative tilting of the 
wheel units 10 and 11 with respect to the seat 23 and 
upper frame section 22. These footrests assist the 
driver in maneuvering the vehicle on smooth or rough 
terrain and during cornering. Because of the wide 
stance of the dual wheel units 10 and 11, the driver 
need not remove his feet from the rests 40 while the ve 
hicle is stopped. if desired, an additional footrest or 
rests for riders behind the driver on the seat 23 may be 
provided on opposite sides of the engine support or cra~ 
dle 41. 
Below the steering bearing 29 which receives the 

shaft 30 equipped with the usual handle bars 42 and 
forming an extension of shaft 30 is a curved front wheel 
suspension and steering fork 43 which may include side 
reinforcements 44 near the center of the fork, FIG. 1. 
The fork 43 supports the front wheel unit 10 through 
an upstanding bearing extension or bracket 45 similar 
to the rear element 16. A horizontal axis swivel bearing 
or sleeve 46 on the lower end of bracket 45 receives the 
lower forward horizontal extension 47 of steering fork 
43 to allow the already-described tilting action of the 
front wheel unit 10 as depicted in FIG. 6. Thus, the ve 
hicle utilizes three swivel bearings 27, 35 and 46 for 
this purpose. The axes of these swivel bearings lie in a 
common vertical plane with the frame sections 14 and 
22 but the bearing axes, while parallel, are at slightly 
different elevations as clearly shown in FIG. 1. The 
bracket elements 16 and 45 are suitably rigidly secured 
to the drive boxes 12 by welding or the like. 
A fuel tank 48 is attached suitably to a forward exten 

sion 49 of ?xed yoke 28, and the tank may be equipped 
with an auxiliary rider’s seat 50 above the front wheel 
unit. A vehicle lifting handle 51 which also serves as a 
bumper is carried by the forward end of extension 49 
and is disposed slightly forwardly of the front wheel 
unit and above the axle thereof. Similarly, a rear lifting 
handle for the vehicle is provided by means of exten 
sions on each end of the pivot element 25. 
A rearmost longitudinal power take-off shaft 52 op 

eratively connected with the rear box 12 and driven by 
the rear worm 19 is operatively connected through 
chain and sprocket gearing 53 with a marine propeller 
54, mounted at a sufficiently low elevation to enter the 
water during stream fording and other amphibian usage 
of the vehicle. In this connection, outrigged pontoons 
55 shown schematically in FIG. 2 will be provided and 
will be attachable to upstanding bars 56 at the opposite 
sides of the engine cradle 41 or to other parts of the ve 
hicle frame. Preferably, these pontoons will be light~ 
weight foldable structures which may be easily de 
ployed at the opposite sides of the vehicle with their 
forward and rear ends interconnected at 57 and 58 for 
added stability during usage. If preferred, the vehicle 
may be constructed for land operation only and the en 
tire amphibian means including the pontoons, propeller 
54 and power take-off shaft 52 may be omitted. 
FIGS. 7 and 8 show a modi?cation of the invention 

wherein the general configuration of the vehicle is un 
changed except for the construction of the front and 
rear wheel units 59 and 60. As shown, the dual wheels 
61 which make up these units are staggered or offset 
longitudinally to provide an even more stable stance for 
the vehicle and even greater driving traction. Bearing 
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4 
brackets 62 and 63 similar to the brackets 45 and 16 
connect the wheel units 59 and 60 with the frame of the 
vehicle, and each of these brackets has an upper cross 
head 64 forming a part thereof and supporting dual 
axle means 65 on which the dual wheels 6l are 
mounted. 
Worms 66 and 67 from the fore and aft engine-driven 

drive shafts 68 and 69 power the rearmost dual wheel 
of each unit through a worm gear drive box arrange 
ment similar to that shown at 12 in the prior embodi 
ment. The forward dual wheels M of each unit in turn 
are positively driven by sprocket chain means 70 and 
71 operatively interconnecting the two dual wheels so 
that they are turned in unison in response to operation 
of the engine 13. In other respects, except for minor de 
tails, the vehicle is constructed and operates in the 
same manner above-described in relation to the prior 
embodiment of the invention and no further descrip 
tion is thought to be necessary. 

It is to be understood that the forms of the invention 
herewith shown and described are to be taken as pre 
ferred examples of the same, and that various changes 
in the shape, size and arrangement of parts may be re 
sorted to, without departing from the spirit of the in 
vention or scope of the subjoined claims. 

I claim: 
1. A vehicle comprising forward and rear dual wheel 

assemblies, a lower vehicle frame section and a sepa 
rately formed upper frame section, a yoke including a 
generally upright steering shaft bearing, a longitudinal 
axis swivel bearing carried by the bottom of the yoke 
and rotatably receiving the forward end of said lower 
frame section, means forming a transverse axis pivotal 
connection between the rear extremity of the lower 
frame section and the rear end of the upper frame sec 
tion, an engine mounted on the lower frame section be~ 
tween said forward and rear dual wheel assemblies, 
fore and aft longitudinal drive shafts connected with 
and driven by the engine and drivingly connected with 
said forward and rear dual wheel assemblies, a front 
steering fork for the vehicle including an upper shaft 
portion engaged rotatably within said steering shaft 
bearing and also including a lower longitudinal axis for 
ward extension, a forward bracket carrying the forward 
dual wheel assembly rotatably and having a lower end 
longitudinal axis swivel bearing rotatably receiving said 
lower longitudinal axis forward extension, a rear 
bracket carrying the rear dual wheel assembly rotatably 
and having a lower end longitudinal axis swivel bearing 
rotatably receiving said lower vehicle frame section, 
and a seat carried by said upper frame section. 

2. The structure of claim 1, and drive gear units for 
the forward and rear dual wheel assemblies coupled 
with the axles thereof, and drive gears on said fore and 
aft drive shafts operatively engaged with said drive gear 
units. 

3. The structure of claim 2, and said drive gears on 
said fore and aft drive shafts comprising worms, said 
drive gear units having worm gears engaged with said 
worms. 

4. The structure of claim 1, and said lower vehicle 
frame section being divided at said lower end longitudi 
nal axis swivel bearing of said rear bracket with said 
rear extremity of the lower frame section rotatably en 
gaged in said swivel bearing. 

5. The structure of claim 1, and short suspension 
shackle means pivotally interconnecting the forward 
end of the upper vehicle frame section with said yoke 
through said steering shaft bearing. 

* * * * * 


